
TRIAX launches enterprise-grade networking + WiFi over coax  
at ANGA COM
Ethernet over Coax + WiFi is the complete network solution businesses and their customers can rely 
on, saving costs and time with its ease of installation.

Hornsyld, Denmark, 18 May 2018 – TRIAX today launched Ethernet over Coax + WiFi, the enterprise-grade LAN & 
WiFi solution that connects coax cables to the future.

With the release, the company brings its reputation as a reliable and innovative partner into the ever more critical 
market segment of delivering safe, secure WiFi and networking.

The solution delivers an enterprise-grade 1 Gbps network over coax, and is ideal for hotels, housing associations 
and small businesses whose infrastructure is built up on coaxial cabling. 

“TRIAX Ethernet over Coax + WiFi unleashes the full potential of coax cables,” says Peter Lyhne Uhrenholt, TRIAX 
CEO. “We’re offering an incredible solution that offers significant savings on network installation projects. It delivers 
the network and reliable WiFi services businesses need, without the considerable time and money spent on 
installing new cables or replacing legacy infrastructure.”

The TRIAX solution marks an unprecedented step forward in maximising the networking capability of coax. 
“We’re proud to be leading the field in offering a professional managed solution combining G.hn technology and 
WiFi,” says Torben Flodgaard Kristensen, Group Product Manager at TRIAX. “TV signals remain unaffected on the 
network, so you won’t need to lose installation time having to retune every TV in the building. We’re also offering the 
freedom to create any number of virtual networks, ensuring company and guest data can be kept entirely separate.” 

While available separately, TRIAX EoC + WiFi truly comes into its own as an integral element of TRIAX Solutions. 
Combined with the TRIAX In Touch interactive communication platform, you can manage guest access to your 
WiFi network, and TRIAX TV Headends offer high-end IPTV and other signal processing to be sent through the coax 
network, all managed in a tried and trusted, common TRIAX interface.

All this alongside TRIAX’s Partner Network and in-depth Training Academy ensures customers are supported every 
step of the way.

TRIAX Ethernet over Coax + WiFi is on sale from today, and will be on show as an integral part of our products & 
solutions stand at ANGA COM. 

Find us in Hall 8, stand R20 at ANGA COM, Cologne, Germany, 12-14 June 2018.  

Torben Flodgaard Kristensen, TRIAX Group Product Manager, presents WiFi Coverage using Existing Coax 
Network Infrastructures at the WiFi – Use Cases, Coverage and User Experience ANGA COM conference panel, 
Thurs 14 June 2018 13.00-14.15, Room 2.
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About TRIAX: TRIAX is a global supplier of reliable, innovative products and solutions for the reception and distribution of video, audio and 
data signals. Our products are used in homes, businesses and operator networks by broadcasters, cable and telecom operators. Our solutions 
combine our hardware and software expertise to deliver value to hospitality and related markets, through a partner network of system 
integrators, large installers and operators. TRIAX’s headquarters, production and R&D base is in Denmark. With 9 international sales subsidiaries 
we generate a turnover of €83m approx. and operate in more than 60 distributor countries. The TRIAX team consists of 320 employees and is 
owned by Polaris Private Equity.   See www.triax.com for further info.
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